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A PASSIONATE, AFFECTIONATE RECORD OF ADVENTURES AND MISADVENTURES IN
THE WORLD'S HOTTEST METROPOLISTourists come to Bangkok for many reasons—a sex
change operation, a night with two prostitutes dressed as nuns, a stay in a luxury hotel.
Lawrence Osborne comes for the cheap dentistry. Broke (but no longer in pain), he finds that he
can live in Bangkok on a few dollars a day. And so the restless exile stays.Osborne's is a visceral
experience of Bangkok, whether he's wandering the canals that fill the old city; dining at the No
Hands Restaurant, where his waitress feeds him like a baby; or launching his own notably
unsuccessful career as a gigolo. A guide without inhibitions, Osborne takes us to a feverish
place where a strange blend of ancient Buddhist practice and new sexual mores has created a
version of modernity only superficially indebted to the West. Bangkok Days is a love letter to the
city that revived Osborne's faith in adventure and the world.

From Publishers WeeklyBangkok is the sponge that absorbs those who have lapsed into
dilettantism, writes Osborne (The Accidental Connoisseur) in recounting his time in the fabled
city of recreational sex and Buddhism. As he encounters characters questing for sensation and
knowledge, he muses on how easy it is for Westerners to remake themselves in the East—much
as the 19th-century English schoolteacher Anna Leonowens did when she tutored the royal
children of Siam and fashioned herself into a mythologized literary figure. As he discovers in an
encounter with a Catholic missionary, it is the ideal place to lose the burdensome grip of the self.
In Osborne's narrative, Bangkok serves as an existential crossroads for a cast of British,
Australian and Spanish expatriates who are haphazardly searching for and running away from
responsibilities; in the labyrinthine city, these tourists have established a playground for adult
pleasure. As their documentarian, Osborne is at once incisive and romantic. He creates a
character-driven travelogue that reveals but does not exploit the salacious subtext of Bangkok
nightlife. It is a journey flush with atmosphere but tempered with a subtext of lonely Western
wonder. (June)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewPraise for
Bangkok Days: “Wickedly enjoyable.” —Joshua Hammer, The New York Times Book
Review"Bangkok is the sponge that absorbs 'those who have lapsed into dilettantism,' writes
Osborne (The Accidental Connoisseur) in recounting his time in the fabled city of recreational
sex and Buddhism. As he encounters characters questing for sensation and knowledge, he
muses on how easy it is for Westerners to remake themselves in the East-much as the 19th-
century English schoolteacher Anna Leonowens did when she tutored the royal children of Siam
and fashioned herself into a mythologized literary figure. As he discovers in an encounter with a
Catholic missionary, it is the ideal place to lose the burdensome grip of the "self." In Osborne's



narrative, Bangkok serves as an existential crossroads for a cast of British, Australian and
Spanish expatriates who are haphazardly searching for and running away from responsibilities;
in the labyrinthine city, these tourists have established a playground for adult pleasure. As their
documentarian, Osborne is at once incisive and romantic. He creates a character-driven
travelogue that reveals but does not exploit the salacious subtext of Bangkok nightlife. It is a
journey flush with atmosphere but tempered with a subtext of lonely Western wonder."—
Publishers Weekly"This book should rightly have been called 'Bangkok Nights,' for Osborne
(The Naked Tourist) provides a raunchy account of the nightlife and bars and bargirls of
Thailand's capital. In particular, he delves into the lives of a motley band of aging, libertine
Westerners (Farangs) living in his apartment complex and explores the city in their company.
Their tragicomic lives are compelling, and Osborne provides some extraordinary anecdotes. For
instance, when an illness takes the author to the Bumrungad Hospital, he finds that it is more like
a five-star hotel th...About the AuthorLAWRENCE OSBORNE has written for The New York
Times Magazine, The New Yorker, and other publications, and is the author of five previous
books. Born in England, he lives in New York.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One Wang
Lang A few years ago I lived in a neighborhood called Wang Lang. From where I sit now,
watching trains cross to Manhattan on the Brooklyn Bridge, my river balcony in Bangkok seems
like a patch of paradise forever lost. Disassembled and stowed away in a hopeless corner of the
mind, where it's bound to rot. At this very hour, when New York seems filled with threatening
drama and artificial colors, the Chao Phraya River is filled with gentle monks bobbing around on
water taxis. The two cities couldn't be more different. There, saffron is the color of dusk. The river
brings peace. The monks got off at Wang Lang pier with their umbrellas and mala rosaries,
which traditionally contain 108 beads for the 108 passions of men enumerated by
Avalokiteshvara. They looked up at the farang drinking his gin and tonic on the balcony, and that
look contained both amusement and distance as it asked, "Is that a lonely man?" The look of
Buddha as he extends protection with his left hand raised, abhaya. I preferred nights there. The
days were too hot and I like heat only when there's no sun. I was a night walker. It is a loneliness
which has been chosen and indeed calculated. I spent the small hours on the streets, marauding
like a raccoon. I grew to like the atmosphere of stale basil and exhausted marijuana which
Bangkok seemed to breathe out of invisible nostrils; I liked the girls who spin past you in the dark
with the words "Bai nai?" like coins that have been flipped in a bar. I liked the furious rot. I woke
up from a siesta in a small white room in the apartment complex called Primrose Apartments. I
didn't keep much there. A cut-price Buddha from the Chatuchak market, a bookshelf. I had a
carpet from India, too. When you are broke, life is simple. I made myself a gin and tonic on the
balcony and waved to the monks. The days were empty by design. I didn't have a job; I was on
the lam, as old American gangsters had it. A perfect phrase. The lam. It means "headlong flight,"
according to my Webster's dictionary. Lamming, to run away. Across the hallway lived an
Englishman called McGinnis. I wondered if that was a real name, or whether it was a borrowed



one. He had an air of upper-class twittery, with his polelike physique stripped of muscle and his
linen whites which had missed their era by a wide mark. McGinnis sold air-conditioning systems
to Bangkok conference centers and hotels, a profitable business in sweltering Bangkok, and
afterhours he said he was compiling an encyclopedia of bars to enrich the lives of others. He
looked like a dirty cat at that hour, and I'd see him sitting on his balcony, slowly drinking a Singha
mixed with some kind of fruit cordial and eating olives. He looked me in the eye and smiled, as if
stroking a cat as well as being one. On the other side was a Spaniard called Helix. Helix—not
Felix? I thought I'd heard him correctly. Helix the painter, who painted frescoes behind bars in
Bangkok conference centers and hotels. They were typical of the profound, talented men you
find in Bangkok. There were others. On the ground floor lived another expat, an older Scot called
Farlo who ran a holiday lodge which he had built himself for adventurous types, in Cambodia. He
was a former British Army paratrooper from Dundee, and he wore a beret on the side of his
head. Inside that head was lodged a piece of shrapnel from the war in Angola. Cuban shrapnel.
You didn't want to cross him drunk in the corridor at night. He'd grab your arm and say, "It's time
for a wank, son." At six every night I went down to the street, feeling very much like John Wilmot,
earl of Rochester, perfumed from a cold shower. The Primrose opened directly into the street,
the way that an elevator opens directly into a penthouse. Wang Lang is a pandemonious place in
a pandemonious city. Its main drag is so narrow you can feel both sides of it brushing against
your hips as you walk through it. As I went sweating between the open kitchens, I was followed
by children jeering, "Yak farang, yak farang!" (foreign giant). I was the largest human there, a
phenomenon in their eyes, and perhaps worse than that, a genetic accident which couldn't be
reversed. It was a hospitable place for a man who has done nothing, and who will probably never
do anything. For someone with no career, with no prospects, permanently broke, it was the
perfect asylum. Its gold-tinted eggs and its bags of oolong tea were virtually free. One could
graze continuously on delicasies one had never heard of and still be in pocket. It was well suited
to a lazy cunt, in other words, and a natural habitat for a man on the lam who had no objective in
his day-to-day life but an inquisitive loitering, a selfless promenading for its own sake. A man
who has turned into a ruminant, a goat. In Wang Lang I perfected that Thai style of eating on the
run called khong kin len, where you pile different ingredients onto a banana leaf as you sail
along, walking and pondering at the same time, never losing balance. The streets are culde-
sacs, so there is no point in having a direction. They all end in little theaters and cafés by the
water. And so I found myself walking up and down, eating those gilded eggs and bits of dried
squid, and as night fell the air went ash-gray and the nostrils opened to greet something
indefinable, the pungency of "mouse shit" chilies being tossed in hot oil and tamarind paste, and
I began to sink like a stone into my own well. The city is nothing more than a protocol for this
sinking. Because Bangkok is where some people go when they feel that they can no longer be
loved, when they give up. It was also true of the other tenants. Broken, disappointed, rejected,
they had headed east. During my first nights in Wang Lang I played chess with them in the
common room, interested by their dazed, suntanned faces. My most favored, however, was



McGinnis. He was a man with no past, a character in a Simenon novel who walks out of his
house one day, gets on a train, and kills someone in a distant city. He was from Newhaven.
"There's nothing in Newhaven," McGinnis would say, "except sea fortifications," and his face was
like that of a pleasant hoodlum who has just shot down a kite. Sea fortifications, I would think: but
that's a lot. His head was shaved like a soldier's, like Farlo's, but he was nothing of the sort, with
his willowy, elongated frame. He was an engineer with a degree in air-conditioning. It's a subject
you can get a degree in. He had acquired his in Sheffield. McGinnis was six foot seven. He
towered in doorways, in hotel lobbies, in the light of streetlamps. There was something
wonderfully sinister there, and I love sinister men. A sinister man doesn't just walk down a street,
he rolls down it like a superior ball bearing. A sinister man cannot be amiable, but he can be
good company. Despite his association with the science of air-conditioning, McGinnis was also
subtly aristocratic and refined, while doing nothing better with his life than selling mass-
produced cooling units. It was okay with him. There are aristocrats of the spirit who are mundane
in their daily lives. Everything about him was happily self-contained, replete. Is this what made
him sinister? It was hotter than usual around Christmastime. In the supermarkets, choirs of girls
in red velvet dresses swung brass bells in fur-trimmed hats and chimed out the words to "Silent
Night" and "Jingle Bells." The tofu bars had sprigs of plastic holly on them and yuletide slogans
crisscrossed the steaming skycrapers of a Buddhist city. The days were windless, our river
surged past the Primrose, sloppy and violent, the color of pea soup into which a baby has
puked. Its surface was thickened by strands of aquatic weed, and on the far bank the city
temples rose like huge stalagmites, or legumes with bristling skins. Somerset Maugham, one of
the few Western writers to describe Bangkok in detail, says somewhere that one should be
grateful that "something so fantastical exists." Something stirred within me whenever I took my
coffee on the balcony in the morning and inhaled the river stench of gasoline and mud. As if a
dead leaf on the floor of me were suddenly being lifted and flipped with a small sound, a
scratching of dead matter coming to life again. A pricking of the inner lining of the gut. I watched
the rice barges crashing toward Klong Tuey port, the gossiping monks with their umbrellas and
briefcases ferrying back and forth from those same temples strung out along the river. And
behind them the four gold towers of the Royal Palace and, more distantly, Wat Arun sparkling
with reflections from a million fragments of glass and ceramic rosebuds, with the sugary
ornament of the Italian craftsmen who fashioned them two and a half centuries ago. Monks and
schoolchildren in navy blazers, and the men operating the boats blowing ear-splitting whistles as
they swept up to the pier. As the tires slung along the boat struck the rotting wood, there was a
delicious sound: phuck. From here I saw McGinnis doing yoga on his balcony in a jumpsuit, his
body elongated to its full length and a trickle of Khmer music coming out of the sliding doors. It
was impossible to avoid the other renters at the Primrose because we were always thrust
together by the lack of space. He stayed in his yoga position and called over, in his long-exiled
accent, "I hear a Spanish guy moved in downstairs the same time as you. He says his name's
Helix. Not Felix, Helix." And he laughed scornfully. Before long, McGinnis was taking me



downriver on the water taxis to the Oriental Hotel. He dressed up for these river rides, a straw
hat and two-tone Loake shoes with steel caps. The Death in Venice look. He spoke to schoolgirls
in appalling, salacious Thai. The hotel has its own pier, and we jumped off there with all the fat
tourists. "I can understand," he said, "you not having a salary and all." One sometimes starts
explaining oneself immediately to someone one has just met. I seem to have the knack for
triggering this reaction. I started coming to Bangkok, I said, in order to get dental care, because I
couldn't afford the insurance in New York. It was as simple as that. Fourteen cavities and a root
canal cost me $450 in Bangkok, which was a fraction of my yearly insurance premium. Even with
the airfare and a month's rent at the Primrose, I was in pocket. My whole rationale for being
there, in fact, was financial. It was money that governed my temporary exile, for the math was
clear-cut: the West was now far too expensive. With time, I was coming closer to the idea that I
might have to find somewhere like this to live on a permanent basis. In Thailand, I was in pocket
most of the time. "Is that what you say? In pocket?" He laughed. "Did you have your teeth done
this time?" "I am waiting for a check." "Oh, you're waiting for a check!" McGinnis took me to the
Bamboo Bar. He took out a mechanical toy and placed it on the bar. It was a Brazilian tree frog
made of wood, and it chattered on a spring if you pushed a button. He left it there. "Sooner or
later," he said, "some beautiful woman always comes up and asks me what the frog is. And then
I tell her." "What is it?" "I'll tell you later." The decor of the Bamboo is rattan and lacquer, for the
word "colonial" has nothing but positive connotations in Asia these days, and everything colonial
is deemed handsome, stylish. The Bamboo Bar is the most touristy bar in the city, so touristy
that it seems to wink at itself, so it is also the most colonial. But since everything is touristy
anyway why not direct yourself to the wellhead of the poison and enjoy? When I came here with
McGinnis we were always surrounded by commotion. People came up to him and kissed him,
shook my hand, and announced themselves as members of the professions that dominate
Bangkok: fashion, design, finance, and food. When I came alone, however, the place always
seemed to be empty and I passed hours watching farang women doing laps in the swimming
pool. When I was alone, I wandered the hotel. There was usually a string quartet in a lobby that
was animated without being animate. Too many of the rich, scurrying about with their hands full,
too many bellhops, too many Japanese matrons in white gloves playing cards. I took the
underground corridors deep inside the hotel where you could see streams bubbling over beds of
pebbles, past the windows of Burberry. In the Authors Wing there was a white summerhouse
atrium and a staircase leading up to the suites named after the writers that all Asian hotel suites
are named after: Conrad, Maugham, Agatha Christie. There was no Jeffrey Archer suite yet, but
in the library there was a portrait of the great novelist as Lord of Westonsuper-Mare. I sat by the
grandfather clock and read Evelyn Waugh's A Tourist in Africa. "No one ever made a servant of a
Masai," Waugh wrote of his journey through Kenya in 1959. It's a mysterious sentence. To walk
for the sake of walking—the most aimless thing of all—reminds us why the Masai cannot be
servants: they are nomads. McGinnis stopped his chattering frog and said, "Long before you
came here I was in the same predicament. I wanted a place I could wander about in and where



nothing would add up. European cities were too familiar. American cities were too like European
ones. I wanted a city with no streets. A script I couldn't read. Total oblivion." One night recently,
he said, he had heard a curious sound coming from the Spaniard's apartment. When he turned
off the radio and went down the stairs to investigate, he could tell that it was the Spaniard's
voice. It repeated a single word over and over, and it was almost in a scream. "He was shouting
mierda, mierda!" "What do you make of that?" He went to the window of the Spaniard's
apartment, which wasn't in the least curtained or shuttered. You could look right in. "The
Spaniard was in his underpants in front of a large canvas slathered with glue. He held a dead
pigeon in one hand, which he appeared to be in the act of hurling at the canvas. I noticed at once
that there were other dead pigeons already pinned to its surface. I realized then that he must
have collected them from the streets nearby, which, as I am sure you have noticed, are fairly
awash with dead birds of all descriptions. Pigeons, macaws, crows. I have even seen the
occasional parrot. In any case, he had decided to make art out of everyday life." "Isn't that the
definition of mierda?" "Yes. And it would be better not to make anything at all. To just go
walking." "I walk at night," I reminded him. "I go everywhere." "I'll bet you haven't been to the
Woodlands Inn." When a foreigner moves into a city he doesn't understand, he prides himself on
acquiring an esoteric knowledge of its hidden crannies. He thinks he is the only one to know a
certain tiny bar or an ancient mango tree standing by a canal hidden behind a laundry. Why do
these things matter so much to him? Does he really think he is the only one who has noticed
them? Next to the Oriental runs the oldest road in Bangkok, Charung Krung, which of course
means "New Road" in Thai. It used to be an elephant track running parallel to the river, but for
McGinnis, it was a horizontal greased rope along which he could slither after twenty drinks at the
Bamboo Bar. There were no whores, no massage parlors, but there was a disreputable motel
frequented by Indian doctors where we could get a Cambodian brandy, and they had a Ping-
Pong table. Woodlands Inn was on Charung Soi 32, with 300-bahtan-hour rooms and an Indian
restaurant full of cow-eyed crooks. It smelled of condoms and ghee. And who, I wondered, ran
the Dr. Manoj Clinic and the Memon Clinic next to it, all those dingy abortion clinics assembled
inside the same courtyard as the Woodlands? Who used this corner of a city of ten million,
darting in and out of its cubicles? The Indians were all playing backgammon. There was no
Cambodian brandy. "But I had it last time!" the Englishman shouted. "It is not existing. Royal Stag
Indian whiskey we are having." They began to play some sad Calcutta music, and the old men
sang along, their eyes croony and wet. It was a mood. We sat outside on a bench, surrounded by
the hollow music of cicadas hanging from the telephone cables, and McGinnis said, "Those
cables. Have you noticed that every street has these masses of tangled cables? It's because the
telephone company never replaces or takes down cables that have ceased functioning. They
simply add new ones, ad nauseam. Eventually the cables will take over the city. I think of them as
a life-form, possibly predatory." At the corner of Charung Krung, the cables were bunched into
ancient clusters that were beginning to droop downward to head level, like an infestation of
metal wisteria. The city's infuriating topography isn't a rational system at all, it isn't European, it



isn't anything one can seize. Near Soi 32—soi is the Thai word for a small street—Chinese
jewelers and antiquarians sweltered below the cables, Yoo Lim and Thong Thai, and after them
came landmarks that my eye had learned to pick out after seeing them a couple of times: the
slim neoclassical building housing the Express Light company with its sooted Corinthian
capitals, a bright sign for A.A. Philatelic. But it was all flattened in the eye. McGinnis got up. His
immense size caused the Indians to fall silent. The heat made his face glisten and his hair stuck
up in greasy tufts. His Gulati suit was now wrinkled and he said he wanted to show me
something beautiful, "something beautiful," as he said, "in an ugly city." Excerpted from
BANGKOK DAYS by Lawrence OsborneCopyright © 2009 by Lawrence OsbornePublished in
2009 by Douglas & McIntyre Ltd. All rights reserved. This work is protected under copyright laws
and reproduction is strictly prohibited. Permission to reproduce the material in any manner or
medium must be secured from the Publisher.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Read more
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ALSO BY LAWRENCE OSBORNEThe Naked TouristThe Accidental ConnoisseurAnia
MalinaThe Poisoned EmbraceAmerican NormalBANGKOKDAYSNorth Point PressA division of
Farrar, Straus and Giroux18 West 18th Street, New York 10011Copyright © 2009 by Lawrence
OsborneAll rights reservedDistributed in Canada by Douglas & McIntyre Ltd.Printed in the
United States of AmericaFirst edition, 2009Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
DataOsborne, Lawrence, 1958–Bangkok days/Lawrence Osborne.—1st ed.p. cm.1. Bangkok
(Thailand)—Description and travel. 2. Osborne, Lawrence, 1958–—Travel—Thailand—Bangkok.
I. Title.DS589.B2O65 2009915.93—dc22[B]2008044741Designed by Jonathan D. Lippincott1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10For Chris and SamMany fêtesCONTENTSAuthor's NoteWang LangMen Without
WomenSi OueyThe Blue GodMoveable FeastingKrishna's ArrowEast/WestNo HandsThe British
ClubThe SlaughterhouseLadies of KuchingThe Night WalkerThe White HouseThe Supraglottal
StructuresFritzyParadise of ElephantsThong LorIn Search of Another PastSoi 33A Weekend in
the CountryThe PyathaiInsurrectionTea with Sister JoanTime's EndThe Eden ClubThe Iron
PalaceAnother Day of LoveAUTHOR'S NOTEThe names of businesses in Bangkok change as
fast as they do anywhere else. I have, in general, kept names from years past wherever
appropriate, though many will have disappeared. All names of individuals have been altered for
privacy's sake.Needless to say, this is not a study of Thai culture, and all mistakes in its
interpretation are my own.WANG LANGAll lust is grief.—Buddhist proverbA few years ago I lived
in a neighborhood called Wang Lang. From where I sit now, watching trains cross to Manhattan
on the Brooklyn Bridge, my river balcony in Bangkok seems like a patch of paradise forever lost.
Disassembled and stowed away in a hopeless corner of the mind, where it's bound to rot. At this
very hour, when New York seems filled with threatening drama and artificial colors, the Chao
Phraya River is filled with gentle monks bobbing around on water taxis. The two cities couldn't be
more different. There, saffron is the color of dusk. The river brings peace. The monks got off at
Wang Lang pier with their umbrellas and mala rosaries, which traditionally contain 108 beads for
the 108 passions of men enumerated by Avalokiteshvara. They looked up at the farang drinking
his gin and tonic on the balcony, and that look contained both amusement and distance as it
asked, “Is that a lonely man?” The look of Buddha as he extends protection with his left hand
raised, abhaya.I preferred nights there. The days were too hot and I like heat only when there's
no sun. I was a night walker. It is a loneliness which has been chosen and indeed calculated. I
spent the small hours on the streets, marauding like a raccoon. I grew to like the atmosphere of
stale basil and exhausted marijuana which Bangkok seemed to breathe out of invisible nostrils; I
liked the girls who spin past you in the dark with the words “Bai nai?” like coins that have been
flipped in a bar. I liked the furious rot.I woke up from a siesta in a small white room in the
apartment complex called Primrose Apartments. I didn't keep much there. A cut-price Buddha
from the Chatuchak market, a bookshelf. I had a carpet from India, too. When you are broke, life
is simple. I made myself a gin and tonic on the balcony and waved to the monks. The days were
empty by design. I didn't have a job; I was on the lam, as old American gangsters had it. A
perfect phrase. The lam. It means “headlong flight,” according to my Webster's dictionary.



Lamming, to run away.Across the hallway lived an Englishman called McGinnis. I wondered if
that was a real name, or whether it was a borrowed one. He had an air of upper-class twittery,
with his polelike physique stripped of muscle and his linen whites which had missed their era by
a wide mark. McGinnis sold air-conditioning systems to Bangkok conference centers and hotels,
a profitable business in sweltering Bangkok, and after-hours he said he was compiling an
encyclopedia of bars to enrich the lives of others. He looked like a dirty cat at that hour, and I'd
see him sitting on his balcony, slowly drinking a Singha mixed with some kind of fruit cordial and
eating olives. He looked me in the eye and smiled, as if stroking a cat as well as being one. On
the other side was a Spaniard called Helix. Helix—not Felix? I thought I'd heard him correctly.
Helix the painter, who painted frescoes behind bars in Bangkok conference centers and hotels.
They were typical of the profound, talented men you find in Bangkok.There were others. On the
ground floor lived another expat, an older Scot called Farlo who ran a holiday lodge which he
had built himself for adventurous types, in Cambodia. He was a former British Army paratrooper
from Dundee, and he wore a beret on the side of his head. Inside that head was lodged a piece
of shrapnel from the war in Angola. Cuban shrapnel. You didn't want to cross him drunk in the
corridor at night. He'd grab your arm and say, “It's time for a wank, son.”At six every night I went
down to the street, feeling very much like John Wilmot, earl of Rochester, perfumed from a cold
shower. The Primrose opened directly into the street, the way that an elevator opens directly into
a penthouse.Wang Lang is a pandemonious place in a pandemonious city. Its main drag is so
narrow you can feel both sides of it brushing against your hips as you walk through it. As I went
sweating between the open kitchens, I was followed by children jeering, “Yak farang, yak
farang!” (foreign giant). I was the largest human there, a phenomenon in their eyes, and perhaps
worse than that, a genetic accident which couldn't be reversed.It was a hospitable place for a
man who has done nothing, and who will probably never do anything. For someone with no
career, with no prospects, permanently broke, it was the perfect asylum. Its gold-tinted eggs and
its bags of oolong tea were virtually free. One could graze continuously on delicasies one had
never heard of and still be in pocket. It was well suited to a lazy cunt, in other words, and a
natural habitat for a man on the lam who had no objective in his day-to-day life but an inquisitive
loitering, a selfless promenading for its own sake. A man who has turned into a ruminant, a
goat.•In Wang Lang I perfected that Thai style of eating on the run called khong kin len, where
you pile different ingredients onto a banana leaf as you sail along, walking and pondering at the
same time, never losing balance. The streets are culde-sacs, so there is no point in having a
direction. They all end in little theaters and cafés by the water.And so I found myself walking up
and down, eating those gilded eggs and bits of dried squid, and as night fell the air went ash-
gray and the nostrils opened to greet something indefinable, the pungency of “mouse shit”
chilies being tossed in hot oil and tamarind paste, and I began to sink like a stone into my own
well. The city is nothing more than a protocol for this sinking. Because Bangkok is where some
people go when they feel that they can no longer be loved, when they give up.It was also true of
the other tenants. Broken, disappointed, rejected, they had headed east. During my first nights in



Wang Lang I played chess with them in the common room, interested by their dazed, suntanned
faces. My most favored, however, was McGinnis. He was a man with no past, a character in a
Simenon novel who walks out of his house one day, gets on a train, and kills someone in a
distant city. He was from Newhaven. “There's nothing in Newhaven,” McGinnis would say,
“except sea fortifications,” and his face was like that of a pleasant hoodlum who has just shot
down a kite. Sea fortifications, I would think: but that's a lot. His head was shaved like a soldier's,
like Farlo's, but he was nothing of the sort, with his willowy, elongated frame. He was an engineer
with a degree in air-conditioning. It's a subject you can get a degree in. He had acquired his in
Sheffield.McGinnis was six foot seven. He towered in doorways, in hotel lobbies, in the light of
streetlamps. There was something wonderfully sinister there, and I love sinister men. A sinister
man doesn't just walk down a street, he rolls down it like a superior ball bearing. A sinister man
cannot be amiable, but he can be good company. Despite his association with the science of air-
conditioning, McGinnis was also subtly aristocratic and refined, while doing nothing better with
his life than selling mass-produced cooling units. It was okay with him. There are aristocrats of
the spirit who are mundane in their daily lives. Everything about him was happily self-contained,
replete. Is this what made him sinister?It was hotter than usual around Christmastime. In the
supermarkets, choirs of girls in red velvet dresses swung brass bells in furtrimmed hats and
chimed out the words to “Silent Night” and “Jingle Bells.” The tofu bars had sprigs of plastic holly
on them and yuletide slogans crisscrossed the steaming skycrapers of a Buddhist city. The days
were windless, our river surged past the Primrose, sloppy and violent, the color of pea soup into
which a baby has puked. Its surface was thickened by strands of aquatic weed, and on the far
bank the city temples rose like huge stalagmites, or legumes with bristling skins. Somerset
Maugham, one of the few Western writers to describe Bangkok in detail, says somewhere that
one should be grateful that “something so fantastical exists.”•Something stirred within me
whenever I took my coffee on the balcony in the morning and inhaled the river stench of gasoline
and mud. As if a dead leaf on the floor of me were suddenly being lifted and flipped with a small
sound, a scratching of dead matter coming to life again. A pricking of the inner lining of the gut. I
watched the rice barges crashing toward Klong Tuey port, the gossiping monks with their
umbrellas and briefcases ferrying back and forth from those same temples strung out along the
river. And behind them the four gold towers of the Royal Palace and, more distantly, Wat Arun
sparkling with reflections from a million fragments of glass and ceramic rosebuds, with the
sugary ornament of the Italian craftsmen who fashioned them two and a half centuries ago.
Monks and schoolchildren in navy blazers, and the men operating the boats blowing ear-splitting
whistles as they swept up to the pier. As the tires slung along the boat struck the rotting wood,
there was a delicious sound: phuck.From here I saw McGinnis doing yoga on his balcony in a
jumpsuit, his body elongated to its full length and a trickle of Khmer music coming out of the
sliding doors. It was impossible to avoid the other renters at the Primrose because we were
always thrust together by the lack of space. He stayed in his yoga position and called over, in his
long-exiled accent, “I hear a Spanish guy moved in downstairs the same time as you. He says



his name's Helix. Not Felix, Helix.” And he laughed scornfully.Before long, McGinnis was taking
me downriver on the water taxis to the Oriental Hotel. He dressed up for these river rides, a
straw hat and two-tone Loake shoes with steel caps. The Death in Venice look. He spoke to
schoolgirls in appalling, salacious Thai. The hotel has its own pier, and we jumped off there with
all the fat tourists.“I can understand,” he said, “you not having a salary and all.”One sometimes
starts explaining oneself immediately to someone one has just met. I seem to have the knack for
triggering this reaction. I started coming to Bangkok, I said, in order to get dental care, because I
couldn't afford the insurance in New York. It was as simple as that. Fourteen cavities and a root
canal cost me $450 in Bangkok, which was a fraction of my yearly insurance premium. Even with
the airfare and a month's rent at the Primrose, I was in pocket. My whole rationale for being
there, in fact, was financial. It was money that governed my temporary exile, for the math was
clear-cut: the West was now far too expensive. With time, I was coming closer to the idea that I
might have to find somewhere like this to live on a permanent basis. In Thailand, I was in pocket
most of the time.“Is that what you say? In pocket?”He laughed.“Did you have your teeth done
this time?”“I am waiting for a check.”“Oh, you're waiting for a check!”•McGinnis took me to the
Bamboo Bar. He took out a mechanical toy and placed it on the bar. It was a Brazilian tree frog
made of wood, and it chattered on a spring if you pushed a button. He left it there. “Sooner or
later,” he said, “some beautiful woman always comes up and asks me what the frog is. And then I
tell her.”“What is it?”“I'll tell you later.”The decor of the Bamboo is rattan and lacquer, for the word
“colonial” has nothing but positive connotations in Asia these days, and everything colonial is
deemed handsome, stylish. The Bamboo Bar is the most touristy bar in the city, so touristy that it
seems to wink at itself, so it is also the most colonial. But since everything is touristy anyway why
not direct yourself to the wellhead of the poison and enjoy?When I came here with McGinnis we
were always surrounded by commotion. People came up to him and kissed him, shook my hand,
and announced themselves as members of the professions that dominate Bangkok: fashion,
design, finance, and food. When I came alone, however, the place always seemed to be empty
and I passed hours watching farang women doing laps in the swimming pool.When I was alone,
I wandered the hotel. There was usually a string quartet in a lobby that was animated without
being animate. Too many of the rich, scurrying about with their hands full, too many bellhops, too
many Japanese matrons in white gloves playing cards.I took the underground corridors deep
inside the hotel where you could see streams bubbling over beds of pebbles, past the windows
of Burberry. In the Authors Wing there was a white summerhouse atrium and a staircase leading
up to the suites named after the writers that all Asian hotel suites are named after: Conrad,
Maugham, Agatha Christie.There was no Jeffrey Archer suite yet, but in the library there was a
portrait of the great novelist as Lord of Weston-super-Mare. I sat by the grandfather clock and
read Evelyn Waugh's A Tourist in Africa. “No one ever made a servant of a Masai,” Waugh wrote
of his journey through Kenya in 1959. It's a mysterious sentence. To walk for the sake of walking
—the most aimless thing of all—reminds us why the Masai cannot be servants: they are
nomads.McGinnis stopped his chattering frog and said, “Long before you came here I was in the



same predicament. I wanted a place I could wander about in and where nothing would add up.
European cities were too familiar. American cities were too like European ones. I wanted a city
with no streets. A script I couldn't read. Total oblivion.”One night recently, he said, he had heard a
curious sound coming from the Spaniard's apartment. When he turned off the radio and went
down the stairs to investigate, he could tell that it was the Spaniard's voice. It repeated a single
word over and over, and it was almost in a scream.“He was shouting mierda, mierda!”“What do
you make of that?”He went to the window of the Spaniard's apartment, which wasn't in the least
curtained or shuttered. You could look right in.“The Spaniard was in his underpants in front of a
large canvas slathered with glue. He held a dead pigeon in one hand, which he appeared to be
in the act of hurling at the canvas. I noticed at once that there were other dead pigeons already
pinned to its surface. I realized then that he must have collected them from the streets nearby,
which, as I am sure you have noticed, are fairly awash with dead birds of all descriptions.
Pigeons, macaws, crows. I have even seen the occasional parrot. In any case, he had decided to
make art out of everyday life.”“Isn't that the definition of mierda?”“Yes. And it would be better not
to make anything at all. To just go walking.”“I walk at night,” I reminded him. “I go everywhere.”“I'll
bet you haven't been to the Woodlands Inn.”When a foreigner moves into a city he doesn't
understand, he prides himself on acquiring an esoteric knowledge of its hidden crannies. He
thinks he is the only one to know a certain tiny bar or an ancient mango tree standing by a canal
hidden behind a laundry. Why do these things matter so much to him? Does he really think he is
the only one who has noticed them?•Next to the Oriental runs the oldest road in Bangkok,
Charung Krung, which of course means “New Road” in Thai. It used to be an elephant track
running parallel to the river, but for McGinnis, it was a horizontal greased rope along which he
could slither after twenty drinks at the Bamboo Bar. There were no whores, no massage parlors,
but there was a disreputable motel frequented by Indian doctors where we could get a
Cambodian brandy, and they had a Ping-Pong table.Woodlands Inn was on Charung Soi 32,
with 300-bahtan-hour rooms and an Indian restaurant full of cow-eyed crooks. It smelled of
condoms and ghee. And who, I wondered, ran the Dr. Manoj Clinic and the Memon Clinic next to
it, all those dingy abortion clinics assembled inside the same courtyard as the Woodlands? Who
used this corner of a city of ten million, darting in and out of its cubicles? The Indians were all
playing backgammon. There was no Cambodian brandy.“But I had it last time!” the Englishman
shouted.“It is not existing. Royal Stag Indian whiskey we are having.”They began to play some
sad Calcutta music, and the old men sang along, their eyes croony and wet. It was a mood. We
sat outside on a bench, surrounded by the hollow music of cicadas hanging from the telephone
cables, and McGinnis said, “Those cables. Have you noticed that every street has these masses
of tangled cables? It's because the telephone company never replaces or takes down cables
that have ceased functioning. They simply add new ones, ad nauseam. Eventually the cables will
take over the city. I think of them as a life-form, possibly predatory.”At the corner of Charung
Krung, the cables were bunched into ancient clusters that were beginning to droop downward to
head level, like an infestation of metal wisteria. The city's infuriating topography isn't a rational



system at all, it isn't European, it isn't anything one can seize. Near Soi 32—soi is the Thai word
for a small street—Chinese jewelers and antiquarians sweltered below the cables, Yoo Lim and
Thong Thai, and after them came landmarks that my eye had learned to pick out after seeing
them a couple of times: the slim neoclassical building housing the Express Light company with
its sooted Corinthian capitals, a bright sign for A.A. Philatelic. But it was all flattened in the
eye.McGinnis got up. His immense size caused the Indians to fall silent. The heat made his face
glisten and his hair stuck up in greasy tufts. His Gulati suit was now wrinkled and he said he
wanted to show me something beautiful, “something beautiful,” as he said, “in an ugly city.”MEN
WITHOUT WOMENAs we entered the Muslim neighborhood around the Haroun Mosque,
McGinnis told me about the air-conditioning business, which was technically intricate and, like
all things intricate for a good reason, fascinating. Refrigeration itself seemed so much more
convincing than writing articles for a living. It had a point: it improved people's lives, even though
it damaged the ozone layer. It made the world colder, which is never a bad thing.So when he
asked what I was doing, I said, “I'm treading water.” Tactfully, he let it go at that because it is
understood among the full-time lammers that Bangkok is an asylum for those who have lapsed
into dilettantism, as one might lapse into a temporary period of mental instability. The great
projects, the ambitious flights of the mind—all trashed. They might revive, but not now.This
idleness enters the movements of the body. One loses electrical fire and nervosity. Even the
hands and feet become languid. So we talked instead about sex, in empty Muslim alleys where
there was none. Hadn't Buddhist Bangkok quietly accepted its role as the provider of sexual
services to the rest of the planet? In a global economy it was inevitable that some place would.
But what did that tell you about the rest of the world?Men can talk for hours about sex, but they
don't know what it is exactly they are discussing. It is a lacuna, not a real subject. They edge their
way around a slipping vacuum, because they are investigating not sex but women, and women
are sometimes a lacuna in their minds where there should be something solid. But when they
are in Bangkok, they converse about it with greater intensity, because their own women are no
longer present, nor even at the edges of their field of vision. They are in a place where they can
behave like gay men, where their masculinity is condensed, intensified.We inspected the
mosque and McGinnis knew all its history, from the time of its founding by an Indonesian
immigrant in 1928. It was partially colored like a chocolate egg, and so light in construction that
its wood could have been mistaken for paper. Lean and tattered, McGinnis seemed so perfectly
adapted to this context that one had to wonder how much of his time he spent nosing around
these dead-end streets, history books in hand. There are men like the walking books in
Fahrenheit 451 who are content to pass their lives slowly filling up with knowledge which can
never be used, and it is the very filling up that gives them a sense of life's pointless sweetness.“It
may be,” he said, taking off his glasses and rubbing them with the German-made Brillen-
Putztücher wipes he carried with him at all times, “that this is the one building in Bangkok that
lasts a thousand years, because nobody will bother with it.”•We rolled a joint and smoked it with
the deliberation of two old men sharing a bottle of wine. I noticed for the first time the fine white



scars on McGinnis's cheeks, like the tracks of skates on fresh ice. A childhood disease, a brush
with a crocodile or a filariasis worm, a sign from the beyond? It made his square, military head
look morbidly dashing, as if they were saber wounds. He had done two years at Sandhurst, after
all. He had fencer's hands.“I have wondered,” he drawled, “if we could invent a new word for
cock? I have considered Sí Señora, already much used in Latin America. Or Roger the
Dodger.”“Then cunt would be Sí Señor?”“Precisely. But I like ‘cunt.’ ‘Cunt’ is a lovely word. A
noble word.”It goes back to John Wilmot, he said, and even further, to the Domesday Book,
where it wasn't mentioned, to Edward the Confessor, and maybe even to the Venerable
Bede.“The Venerable Bede said ‘cunt’?”“He would have said cynt. That's the Anglo-Saxon. In
Chaucer it's pronounced queynte. A word that also meant cunning. The word ‘cunt,’ in fact, is
unfairly vilified. A man who genuinely loves women doesn't trawl the streets at night thinking, ‘I
wish I could get some vagina tonight.’ Not at all, he thinks, I want some cunt. I can't understand
why a woman would be with someone who uses the word “vagina” in his internal monologues. It
just means ‘receptacle’ in Latin. The Vagina Monologues? I'd rather have The Cunt Dialogues.
‘Cunt’ comes from the Indo-European root ku, a word associated with both femininity and
knowledge.”“By the way,” he added, “have you noticed that whenever you type ‘cunt’ into a
Microsoft Word document it underlines it in red as an unknown word? That's underground
power.”We came to windows through which we could see whole families on their bellies
gathered around three-inch TV sets, among saucers of cardamom and piles of comics, the
thresholds lined with cloth slippers. The houses were yellow and turquoise behind metal
screens, with steeply angled gardens packed with fruit trees and shielded by graceful wooden
doors painted fir-green and red. Such places are rare in Bangkok, remains of an old city that few
can now remember and which are now being plowed under in a prolonged fit of amnesia. In
them one's conversation with the past resumes so that one falls silent even in company and
walks like a street cat, guided by the night retina.Along one side of this neighborhood and close
to the water stands a square Italian villa decorated with weed trees, decayed into a living ruin:
the old Customs House known as Khong Phasi, now the Bang Rak fire station. Within a lunette
carved from the façade is a woman's face, turned to one side, smiling like someone waving
goodbye from a train window. She is carefully individuated, a face out of the past and delicately
set as a blancmange.From the firehouse an alley called Trok Rong Phasi ran back to the French
Embassy, and the shadows of summery trees lay across it. We turned and drank in this
fermenting ruin, constructed by an exiled Italian engineer in 1892 as a memory of the ruined
street corners of Genoa, which he must have missed.“That's what I wanted to show you,”
McGinnis said, nodding at the lunette and the woman's head. “He was clearly inspired by a Della
Robbia in Florence, wouldn't you say?”I went frequently to Trok Rong Phasi by myself after that,
learning the way its alleys intersected, and finding that they formed a beautiful pattern like a torn
spiderweb. On occasion I got an ice cream and paused by the massive gates of the French
Embassy with its twin lamps, looking up at the sweep of a nineteenth-century terrace where
women in baking crinolines must once have taken the river air.SI OUEYIn the waterside café, a



group of Scandinavian girls had gathered under the parasols, pink as crayfish in that dust-tinged
light. They talked so loudly we could hear the gaps between their sentences. On the part of the
property that faced the water, an Australian renter named Dennis was seated in front of an easel,
picking at a watercolor. I had never seen him before so openly revealed in the sun, an elderly
man with skin as white as fine library dust, with a fop of dyed blond hair falling between his eyes,
as it must have all his life. I remember thinking, “Women must have loved that fop of hair,” and
wondering who he really was. A retiree, the others said, who liked the Thai girls. Wife dead,
keeps to himself. When I went over to have a look at his watercolor, he didn't say “G'day, mate,”
but “Good afternoon,” and I saw that his painting was an exact replica of the far side of the river.
He put on a pair of incredibly frail spectacles and finally dipped his brush into a pot of water. I
could hear him thinking in the gloom, “Another useful day completed in the great annals of
aimlessness.”“Have you met that Spaniard?” he said as we sat on the pier, looking at the
Nordics. “A terrible painter.”“I'm avoiding him for the moment.”“They say he did a mural in
Bumrungrad Hospital. In the Italian restaurant there. I went in there one day when I was having a
checkup and had a look.”“And?”“It's called the Portofino. It's fine dining for the invalids. I went into
the bar and got myself a martini just to look at his work. I'm curious, I'm a painter too, as you can
see. Not a pro, but I like it all the same.”He was a bit like my grandfather, a man whom I had
adored. An amateur scholar of sorts. He got up and said, “Come and have a beer with me on the
terrace.”From there, we looked down at the Primrose.“Cheap and comfy at least,” he said sadly.
“Cheap and comfy for the masses, dear.”He was reedy and awkward, tensile, with big popping
hand veins, and he wore a woodcutter shirt day after day. Retired bank manager. He came here
half the year. He spent the other half in Perth.“Horrible place, Perth. Bangkok's where you find
your youth again.”I said that I hadn't found mine.“You're not sixty yet. Come back when you're
sixty.”“I won't be coming here when I'm sixty.”“There are worse places in which to be sixty.”He
added that what Bangkok offered to the aging human was a culture of complete physicality. It
was tactile, humans pressing against each other in healing heat: the massage, the bath, the foot
therapy, the handjob, you name it. The physical isolation and sterility of Western life, its physical
boredom, was unimaginable.“There's a reason we're so neurotic and violent and unhappy.
Especially as we get on a bit, no one ever touches us.”I thought of him returning from work every
evening to a neat suburban house in Perth, until the day his wife died and everything came
unstuck. Twenty years of not being touched? That was the way it had been, but one couldn't say
it. The forlorn rags of growing old, or a last beautiful disgrace in the Land of Smiles. He had taken
the arduous leap into the latter. But I wanted to know about the mural in Bumrungrad Hospital.“I
got myself a martini at the bar. The mural is behind all the bottles. They have some damn good
aged scotches there. It's a Thai hospital after all. Then there was this mad painting. I think it
showed Christ turning up at a drinking party of Alexander the Great. I could see the Greeks in
their tunics anyway, and there was the Savior, looking bloody liquored up. And there was Saint
Peter, I think, swigging from a bottle of Gordon's. It was all very strange. But I knew it was good
for that Spaniard to have painted. He did a frightful caca for the Shangri-La Hotel over there. I



know that for a fact. What they call an absterraction.”And he pointed at the Shangri-La, far
downriver.“Did you ask the Spaniard himself?”“One doesn't talk to Spaniards, mate. They're all
crackers. I've been wondering, in fact, where all these Latins have come from. You seem like a
nice young man. I wouldn't talk to the rest of them, if I were you. They seem like a bunch of
skunks to me. I wouldn't touch them with a shitty stick. Especially that McGinnis. He's got the air
of a right little schnauzer.”He used the word literally.“Do you paint in Perth?” I asked.“Crocs, the
beach, sunsets. You name it, I paint it.”We admired the breadth and pugnacity of the river. Its
waves crashed noisily against the pier. A river with waves. It was our kind of river, a real bitch of a
river.A water taxi drew up and a nubile girl in a black two-piece suit jumped off. Dennis got to his
feet at once and began waving.“Over'ere, Porntit!”She looked up and I felt a stab of
jealousy.Dennis sat down again.“Mate, you got to love a country where Porntit is a real name.”In
fact, the name is Porntip.•Through my windows poured all the noise of Wang Lang. Blindfolded,
you would think it was a waterfall, a cataract striking beds of smooth stones. At the corner, blind
wikipo musicians played kuen pipes and an old woman cried out her guts into a microphone. A
few luuk thung country songs, the bittersweet music of Thailand's rural misery.I got up at four,
put on sandals, and wandered down to the ferry. The monks came off the boats in a swarm,
reeking of God. Standing by this part of the river, you have the partial illusion of being in an old
city; the embankments are filled with rotting warehouses in that economical Sino-Thai “row
house” style known as hong taew. After a few days I noticed that Porntip arrived at the pier at the
same time every day. She had a quick eye for farang s and she made it her business to catch
mine as she came up the jetty, swinging a fake Fendi bag. This eye-play is at the core of the
city's erotic juggling of East and West. She was not always with Dennis, and I sometimes caught
her walking through the premises as if at a loose end, simply dressed in jeans and tank top,
looking like one of the students from the universities, which is what she was. She would knock
on doors, the rap echoing down the cement corridors, and there was something brittle and
excessively polite about that knock. Presumably she didn't need to say anything. When it
happened to me, she didn't bother opening a conversation, she stepped into the corridor of my
unit smelling of pharmaceutically processed alpine flowers. She didn't mention money. She
walked in, tossed off her shoes, and asked me if I had any orange juice. She was from the
provincial town of Udon, and studied Chinese. Nothing about her revealed her methods of
procuring supplemental income.There are 200,000 girls working in Thailand at this twilight
game, though nothing close to the two million that NGOs once claimed. The majority are
freelancers, or part-timers, slippery single-woman entrepreneurs who wheel and deal by
themselves, barely noticed by the society around them. Many are migrants from the north, from
places like the rice-growing plains of Issan, though Porntip was not one of those. She seemed
familiar with the layout of the Primrose Apartments, and with the mental states of the men she
did business with. She seemed amused by them. Big, simple children with a twist of guilt inside
them. She once told me she could not believe how polite and apologetic they were. Did they
think they were doing something wrong? If they did, what was it?She stayed all afternoon, and



afterward we listened to CDs or played Scrabble. There seemed to be no schedule boxing her
in, her time was malleable and extendable. When she left I had to pass the banknotes into her
hand, a gesture which I had never made before—the damp notes sliding from palm to palm,
suddenly weighty and acrimonious, and she caught my eye as if to say “See?” The internal
barrier broken.There is a word in Thai, sanuk, which embodies the idea of enjoying life to the full
as a duty. It is usually translated as “fun” or “pleasure,” but it is really untranslatable. Porntip was
a bearer of sanuk. She came every fourth day for a month, with a curious punctuality, as if she
was coming upriver between classes. Sometimes she said she was avoiding Dennis and made
me promise not to tell him. We made love on the wood floor, burning knees and elbows, crushed
flat against the white paint of the walls. Once she made me cut off her ponytail with a pair of
scissors and laughed for ten minutes. Other times, she was silent, concentrated, determined on
something undisclosed. We are told ceaselessly that sex and love are two different things that
merge only within monogamy, a tirade straight out of the Dark Ages. It is categorically untrue.
With a quick, mysterious tropism one loves every woman one fucks. I loved Porntip, but it didn't
have to be elaborated. Even the most disgusting misogynist sex tourist is secretly in love with the
thing he tries so hard to defile. That love gnaws at him and you can see it in his furious, ruddy
face. And Porntip was only doing this for a year, she said, before she graduated and moved on.
She said once:“This part of the river is haunted. Have you ever heard of Si Ouey? He's buried
right next door, in Thonburi. Rapist and murderer! He's in the hospital museum; you should go
see him and say hello. Of course I'm not going with you! His ghost is still there. It's still walking
about at night. You should be careful.”•I go a single stop upriver to the Thonburi pier. It is so close
to Wang Lang you can practically see it from the Primrose, but like Wang Lang very few
foreigners stop there and there is a desultory, shabby quality to the place. Thonburi, on the left
bank of the river, is where Bangkok began. This is where the early fort was built and where the
court resided.I get off at the pier. It is a scrum of dogs and young soldiers prone on the benches
which line the passageway to the street, a smell of burned grass. There is a large Victorian-style
railway station here, where train operations have been suspended. A street leads up to Wat
Suwannaram, where Thai royalty used to be cremated. Then there's a sign for the Siriaj Hospital.
The Forensics and Parasitology Museums can be found on the second floor of the Anatomy
Building in this nondescript hospital founded by King Rama V and named after his dead baby
son.In the Forensics Museum there are countless photographs of crime and accident scenes
with terse captions: “Multiple Cuts by Propeller,” decapitations from train accidents, “Cut Throat
by Beer Bottle,” cases of crania punctured by gunshots, yellowed mandibles and bottles filled
with damaged brains. On a lighter note, there are the medical gowns worn by the men who
investigated the mysterious murder of the young King Rama VIII in 1946.Then there are the
preserved corpses of serial killers, which are placed in glass cases with metal basins to catch
their cadaverine wax. In the middle of the room, there's the shrunken body of the child murderer
Si Ouey, sometimes written in English as Zee-Oui: a Chinese immigrant called Li Hui who went
on a spree of infanticide in the 1950s, eating the internal organs of the small children he



abducted and killed. He is standing, gesticulating, his mouth wide open.It is like Madame
Tussaud's, except that the waxwork is real. And the Forensics Museum is popular with Chinese
tourists. It's as if word of mouth has gotten back to China about this unsavory compatriot of
theirs, this shameful splinter of the race. They are also curious about the method of his
execution: in Thailand the condemned man is shot with a weapon fixed in place, the bullet
directed through a square cut into a length of silk. A flower is placed between his tied hands. A
single shot through the heart.THE BLUE GODWhen I thought Dennis was lonely, I asked him if
he wanted to come along on my night walks, and he eagerly accepted. He walked with a cane,
and that made our walks agreeably slow, but never disjointed. It was an opportunity to discuss
past lives, past loves. Dennis, unlike McGinnis, was wary and prickly, a man who scanned your
sentences as if he was reading them on a moving ticker tape, like financial data. Perhaps it was
a skill he had acquired through interviewing thousands of people for mortgages. He would stop
you in mid-sentence and make you repeat the first half slowly until he understood it perfectly. His
eyes locked into yours and he always smiled, as if what you had to say was so daft that you
might as well hang yourself from your own gibbet. It was irritating, but Dennis also had wonderful
one-liners.“Life would be perfectly agreeable,” he would say, “if it weren't for all the amusements
one has to go through.”We made finds: by the Oriental, through an alley which is partially
covered by a Venetian bridge, stands the Catholic cathedral of Bangkok, in an oblong square of
French-style trees. There is a white-light sign that says “Catholic Center.” I seek out those places
that remind me of nocturnal aquaria, where the laws of physics seem to be distorted. A short way
down Charung Krung, I found an enclave near the CAT Telecom building—whose tower rises to
an unnecessary height—where there was a concentration of shacks and houses, and a temple
colored like dried blood. Among these shacks, and from amid a whirl of laundry lines, there rose
a beautiful white stupa which seemed to have been completely forgotten by the inhabitants,
rising nevertheless into a state of grace.
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propercharlie, “Melancholy humor. Bangkok Days"I liked the hesitant motion of lonely men
walking through their own vacuums to get to a massage parlor, the way the green neons of the
massage parlors themselves suddenly came on, as if remembering something. I admired this
impersonality, because it was my sort of impersonality, and I was tired of churches in Europe,
and brown-stones and parks and stone beauty in general."The theme is a rumination on lonely
European men (specifically British and Australian) in a place they don’t belong. It’s a very dense
book, especially if you’re an older European man or may become one. I’ve read it several times
and still find new reflection and meaning. The novel combines the exotic surroundings – the
food, Hinduism, Buddhism, Thai customs and history, Thai women, Asia vs. the West, the
changes in Bangkok over his time there – with a more universal exploration of European men,
their quirks and desires, women in general, the fluidity of sexual identity, being poor and how that
affects one’s relationship with other men and women and an overall elegiac tone of regret. The
protagonist, a not overly cynical man, searches for meaning and what is the good, possibly
finding it in hedonism but contradicted by a trip to some missionaries in a Bangkok slum.
Osborne finds contradictions, release and tension.There’s quite a bit of brutal, droll humor
involved in his adventures as well. In fact, I think Osborne specializes in brutal, droll humor. The
book ends with a failed trip to a new age spa in Hua Hin (apparently during a hurricane)
accompanying a professional travel writer, his calculating Thai wife and a possibly gay friend
where all are puritanically lashed, only to escape to the dubious pleasures of eating, drinking
and more or less unsatisfactory fornication.”

Bruce D. Johnson, “A Look At A City Like No Other. This is not a tour guide nor is it a story of
what to see in Bangkok if you go. But if you do go you will want to read it and maybe even have it
with you. It is a deep dive into the world of the expat in Bangkok and how the city is seen from
that perspective. But, the author does love the city and he shows his understanding through the
comments he makes about the average Thai people encountered in his sojourn there. A very
striking book.”

KBS, “Yet another wonderful read!. Osborne is such a fine writer and his descriptions are always
vivid and surprising. He brings the same unstinting honesty and insight to himself as he does to
his fictional characters.  And he’s funny!”

G. Simon, “Well Done!. Having spent 2012 in BKK, I found Mr. Osborne's experience /
perspective of the city of Krungthep to lie consistently between 'reasonable' and 'spot on'. Dry,
witty, understanding, non-judgmental, and definitely more for a Western reader (like me) who felt
the profoundly high learning curve amid the daily 95 degree temps. Good writing, and good
read, Mr. Osborne.[Side note: Anyone else who enjoyed this *might* also enjoy "WIndup Girl"]”



Bizzy, “Beautiful immersive and poetic. 4.5 stars. I wasn’t in the mood for this as I started it but
was drawn in by the beautiful, witty, immersive and ultimately touching experiences in Bangkok.”

JP Davis, “Author Larwence Osbourne never disappoints. A big fan of author, Lawrence
Osbourne. He rivals Chandler and Elmore Leonard. Take a stroll with him through mysterious
Bangkok, with a retinue of expat eccentrics/losers and local characters of varying stripes.This
paperback was in great shape and shipped fast with  using the standard free option.”

Fearless Fed, “A singularly insightful writer about ex-pats and the average asian man and
woman. Took up this book after reading his fascinating tale of the gambling scene in
Macao.Can't think of any other author writing about south east Asia in such detail and with such
authenticity. There is a weak point to Bangkok Days in that it just sort of peters out at the end. If
something was resolved I missed itAnother aspect is it is a singular tutorial on Asian religious
beliefs”

Steve Rosse, “Lonely, lonely guy. This book is not so much about Bangkok as it is about how to
survive soul-crushing loneliness.  But the writing is superb.”

Bruce Lawson, “Not a novel; a meditation on a City, let down by bad editing. As an erstwhile long-
term resident of Bangkok, I got the pleasurable thrill of recognition from seeing places I knew
described. Although I was initially taken-aback by the plotless prose, I soon began to enjoy its
more meditative aspects - the associations of sex, love, death and decay: "a man who has no
taste whatsoever for sleaze is half-dead"; "what Bangkok offered to the aging human was a
culture of complete physicality. It was tactile, humans pressing against each other in healing
heat: the massage, the bath, the foot therapy, the handjob, you name it. The physical isolation
and sterility of Western life, its physical boredom , was unimaginable."It's let down by sloppy
editing. "sukhumwit haa sip ek" should be "haa sip et"; "rab rioy" should be "riab roy"; "Mae Nak"
is called "Mae Nang" later in the same paragraph.”

Noel King, “Chase this man's oeuvre!. Terrific account of Bangkok and a lovely cast of local and
expat characters, very funny and very astute.Follow the author on into two recent novels, Ballad
of a Small Player, Osborne's enthral king, atmospheric novella set in Macau detailing the death
drive of a Brit lawyer who has absconded with clients' funds to gamble, drink and debauch
himself into the afterlife in Macau's casinos. Then read Hunters in the Dark to see Osborne move
over the Thai border into Cambodia to generate a novel that stands alongside the late died-too-
young Robert Bingham's wonderful Lightning on the Sun.”

Phil Hall, “Sublime and wonderful :). Lawrence is an amazing talent and this is up there with his
best!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. usual good quality”

Ting Tong, “enjoyed it!. the book started a bit too slow for my liking, but once it got going, I
couldn't put it down!”

The book by Lawrence Osborne has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 144 people have provided
feedback.
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